
1. What are 12 teachings of Dr. Asif Qureshi? Answer

2. What is a program director? Answer

3. What types of guidelines has Dr. Asif Qureshi established for residents and professionals? Answer

4. What specific guidelines for physicians has Dr. Asif Qureshi established? Answer

5. What is the difference between biodata, a curriculum vitae, and a resume? Answer

6. How should you display your biodata? Answer

12 teachings of Dr. Asif Qureshi.
What are 12 teachings of Dr. Asif Qureshi?
1. How do you write investigation questions and answers in English?
2. How do you write an incident report in table, essay, and investigation question-and-answer formats in English?
3. How do you resolve problems relevant to your executive job?
4. How do you author a book in English? Write one page every day. Write investigation questions and answers every day. Put 365 pages together after one year. This is how Dr. Asif Qureshi
has authored so many books.
5. How many human rights are there? At least 30. What is a balanced diet?
6. How do you write a plan for daily, weekly, and yearly activities and for future years?
7. How do you conduct public health emergency investigations?
8. How do you guide various professions at the executive level?
9. How do you conduct research?
10. How do you enlist various skills categories, including administrative skills, at the executive level?
11. How do you manage individual medical emergency problems while on duty? https://www.qureshiuniversity.com/medicalemergency.html
12. How do you guide various government departments? https://www.qureshiuniversity.com/departments.html

Learn these questions. Many more professional questions will be circulated later on.

What is a program director?
A program director researches, plans, develops, implements, and circulates one or more of the professional training programs or professional services.

What types of guidelines has Dr. Asif Qureshi established for residents and professionals?
1. Abilities/Skills: Guidelines for 650 human abilities.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/abilitiesworld.html

2. Departments: Guidelines for 132 essential departments inside and outside the state.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/departments.html

3. Occupations: Guidelines for 1000 occupations, including teachers, lawyers, engineers, and physicians.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/professionsworld.html

4. Products: Guidelines for 130 products, including computers, road vehicles, and aircraft.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/productsworld.html

5. States: Guidelines for 330 states in the world.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/states.html

6. Subjects: Guidelines for 150 subjects, including English, math, science, social studies, and forensic medicine.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/subjects.html

7. Programs: Public service programs.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/programs.html
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8. Administrators: I can guide administrators like governors.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/administrators.html

9. Case managers: I can guide case managers at various locations.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/casemanager.html

10. Engineers: I can guide 22 types of engineers.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/engineers.html

11. Farmers: I can guide 4 specific types of farmers.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/farmers.html

12. Governors: I can guide various governors of the state.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/governor.html

13. Journalist: I can guide English language journalists.
https://www.qureshiuniversity.com/journalist.html

14. Lawyers: I can guide 33 specific types of lawyers.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/lawyers.html

15. Government executives: I can guide legislative services of the government at the executive level.
https://www.qureshiuniversity.com/legislativeserviceworld.html

16. Military officers: Here are further guidelines.
https://www.qureshiuniversity.com/military.html

17. Physicians: I can guide 69 specific types of physicians.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/physicians.html

18. Police officers: I can guide various law enforcement officers.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/police.html

19. Staff relevant to aviation: Here are further guidelines.
https://www.qureshiuniversity.com/aviation.html

20. Teachers: I can guide 4 specific types of teachers.
https://qureshiuniversity.com/teacher.html

21. Many more
https://qureshiuniversity.com/professionsworld.html

Physicians
Guidelines for specific physicians

Who has established these guidelines?
Dr. Asif Qureshi.

What specific guidelines for physicians has Dr. Asif Qureshi established?

1.

Medical emergency responder physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/emergencymedicalresponder.html | Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)

2. Medical emergency physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/emergencymedicinedoctor.html

3. Surgeon medical emergency physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/surgeryworld.html

4. Critical care physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/criticalcareworld.html

5. Cardiology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/cardiologyworld.html

6. Cardiac and thoracic surgery physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/cvts.html

7. Director of public health of the state (physician)
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/physiciandirectorpublichealth.html

8. Director of state health (physician)
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/physiciandirectorhealth.html

9. Disability determination specialist (physician)
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/disabilityspecialist.html

10. Dean of medical education (physician)
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/deanofmedicaleducation.html

11. Dermatology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/dermatologyworld.html

12. Dental specialist
https://qureshiuniversity.com/dentalservices.html

13. Endocrinology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/endocrinologyworld.html
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14. Family practice physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/familypracticephysician.html

15. Forensic pathology/medical examiner (physician)
https://qureshiuniversity.com/medicalexaminer.html

16. Forensic psychiatry physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/forensicpsychiatrist.html

17. Guide for at least 69 types of physicians.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/health.html

18. General surgery physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/generalsurgery.html

19. Genetics physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/gphysician.html

20. Gastroenterology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/gastroenterologyworld.html

21. Healthcare administrator with specific physician skills
https://qureshiuniversity.com/physicians.html

22. Hospital administrator with specific physician skills
https://qureshiuniversity.com/hospitaladministrator.html

23. Healthcare professional regulator of physicians with specific physician skills
https://qureshiuniversity.com/physicians#regulator

24. Hematology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/hematologyworld.html

25. Human organ transplant physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/hotp.html

26. Hospitalist physician (takes care of hospital ward patients)
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/hospitalist.html

27. Immunology and allergy physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/immunologist.html

28. Infectious disease physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/infections.html

29. Lab biochemist with physician skills
https://qureshiuniversity.com/biochemistryworld.html

30. Medical negligence specialist (medical malpractice specialist)
https://qureshiuniversity.com/medicalnegligence.html

31. Medical emergency anesthetist physician/anesthesiologist
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/anesthesiologist.html

32. Medical superintendent of a state hospital (physician)
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/physicianmedicalsuperintendent.html

33. Microbiology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/micro.html

34. Nephrology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/nephrologyworld.html

35. Neurology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/neurologyworld.html

36. Neurosurgery physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/neurosurgery.html

37. Oncology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/oncologyworld.html

38. Ophthalmology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/ophthalmologyworld.html

39. Orthopedics physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/orthopedicsworld.html

40. Otorhinolaryngology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/entworld.html

41. Obstetrics and gynecology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/obstetricsgynecologyworld.html

42. Obstetrician (physician)
https://qureshiuniversity.com/obstetrician.html

43. Gynecologist (physician)
https://qureshiuniversity.com/gynecologist.html

44. Pathology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/pathologyworld.html

45. Pharmacy doctorate (production: must have physician skills also)
https://qureshiuniversity.com/pharmacist.html

46. Physician supervising case managers and counselors
https://qureshiuniversity.com/casemanager.html

47. Physician supervising mental health counselors
https://qureshiuniversity.com/counselor.html
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48. Physician program director
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/programdirector.html

49. Physician guide for physicians /program director
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/healthcareworld.html

50. Physical therapist
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/physicaltherapist.html

51. Public health physician in the state
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/physicianpublichealthworld.html

52. Physician with law-making skills
https://qureshiuniversity.com/healthcarelaws.html

53. Physician and head of the state(s)
On or before October 22, 2021, only Dr. Asif Qureshi had these skills. https://qureshiuniversity.com/departments.html

54. Pediatrics physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/pediatricsworld.html

55. Psychiatry physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/psychiatryworld.html

56. Physical medicine and rehabilitation
https://qureshiuniversity.com/physicalmedicineworld.html

57. Plastic surgery physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/plasticsurgery.html

58.
Primary care physician
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/primarycarephysician.html
Primary care physician training program

59. Pulmonary medicine physician or internal medicine physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/pulmonarymedicineworld.html

60. Public health/social and preventive medicine physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/publichealthworld.html

61. Public health emergencies physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/publichealthemergencies.html

62. Radiology diagnostic physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/radiologyc.html

63. Radiology therapeutic physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/radiologyworld.html

64. Rehabilitation physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/physicalmedicineworld.html

65. Rheumatology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/rheumatologist.html

66. Surgeon Ã‚Â�elective surgery (physician)
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/surgeonelectivesurgery.html

67. Surgeon colon and rectal (physician)
https://qureshiuniversity.com/crsurgeon.html

68. Urology physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/urology.html

69. Vascular surgery physician
https://qureshiuniversity.com/vsphysician.html

Biodata, Curriculum Vitae, and Resume

What is the difference between biodata, a curriculum vitae, and a resume?
Biodata is useful for matrimony and state government jobs.
Biodata contains a profile with oneÃƒÆ’Ã†â€™Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¢ÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â¢ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã…Â¡Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¬ÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â¢ÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã…Â¾Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¢s name, age, date of birth,
address, education, and professional experience.
Curriculum Vitae a detailed document more than 1 page.
Resume a one-page document.

About Me

What is my name?
Dr. Asif Qureshi.

What is my date of birth?
March 30, 1967.

What was my date of entry into the service?
April 14, 1991
My first job was as a physician.

What is my mailing address?
Dr. Asif Qureshi
5042 N. Winthrop Ave. #237
Chicago, Illinois 60640.
This was my mailing address from August 10, 1999, to May 7, 2018.
This has remained my home office.

Where should you forward remuneration?
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To the above-mentioned address.

What is my Email?
admin@qureshiuniversity.org

What are further details?
Eye color: brown
Favorite colors: white, green, yellow
Favorite foods: plain rice, Kashmiri wazwan
Fax: (773) 337-9107
Gender: male
Hair color: brown to black
Height: 5 feet 10 inches.
Hobbies: body building
Home address: Asif Qureshi, 5042 N. Winthrop Ave. #237, Chicago, Illinois 60640 (1999-2018)
Home phone: (773) 561-6102
Identification number: (various regions have social security, ID number)
Internet Address: www.qureshiuniversity.org
Languages spoken: English
Further facts are available at http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/biodata.html

What about my educational qualifications?
Doctorate-level experience.
1986-1991: medical college physician training
1971-1986: high school

What best describes me?
My name is Asif Qureshi.
I am the founder of Qureshi University.
I am a qualified medical doctor.
I am also a forensic psychiatrist.
My biodata/profile is available at http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/biodata.html
I am an educator, researcher, and administrator inside and outside the state.
I have more than 7 years of hospital experience as a practicing physician.
I have 17 years of research experience in Chicago, Illinois.
My research is available at www.qureshiuniversity.org.
I have written more than 40 nonfiction books.
My published works are relevant to school education and professional education.
I can guide 600 professions inside and outside the state.
I can guide 600 professions, including governors, teachers, lawyers, engineers, and specific physicians, inside and outside the state.
I can guide 18 specific types of aspiring and existing physicians inside and outside the state.
I can guide 64 essential departments inside and outside the state.
I can guide more than 330 governors inside and outside the state.
My mailing address is Doctor Asif Qureshi, 5042 N. Winthrop Ave. #237, Chicago, Illinois 60640 North America
I have lived at this location for more than 17 years, from 1999 to October 10, 2017.
I am a legal resident under the color of state law: What did you understand?
This is my home office.

What type of doctor of medicine am I?

I am a forensic psychiatrist.

I can guide all medical specialties.

I can guide 611 professions.

If courts need my expertise as a forensic psychiatrist, let me know.
The standard of psychiatry I follow is displayed at this resource: www.qureshiuniversity.com/psychiatryworld.html

Forensic Psychiatrist

Here are further guidelines.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/forensicpsychiatrist.html

This is in addition to being a medical doctor.
What are the key products and services?
Search engine, consultancy services, professional training, books, other products and services.

Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/programs.html

Take a look at this.
http://www.globe.bz

I have authored more than 30 books.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/catalog.html

Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/colleges.html

It has taken me from the year 2001 to 2014 to establish www.qureshiuniversity.com with 600 guidelines to abilities/skills, 2,186 books, 611 professions, 800 product guidelines, 148
subjects, 27 services, and one search engine resource.

How many competent teachers, engineers, medical doctors, lawyers, administrators, news editors, judges, legislators, police officers, correctional officers, entrepreneurs, governors,
and other workers do you need me to educate?
I can educate them in a short period of time.
Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com
This education resource can educate them in short period of time.

I can educate them within a short period of time.

Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/economics.html
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What did you understand?

Take a look at this.
http://www.humanservicesglobe.com
What is it?
It is a search engine.

Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com
What is it?
It is an education resource.
Would you like to get educated?
Do you have any educational needs?
This resource will help you.
Do you know anyone with educational needs?
Here are further guidelines.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/academicadmission.html

What do I like?
I like helping people.

What services do I provide?
I guide others worldwide.

What products have I designed, developed, or are in the process?
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/productsworld.html

What professions do I guide?
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/professionsworld.html

What subjects do I guide?
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/subjects.html

What abilities can I help?
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/skillsworld.html

What age groups do I work with?
I work with all age groups.
Children should approach me with their parents or guardians.

What is my education and experience?
I have 12 years of high school education.
I have 5 years of medical college education.
I have 7 years of in-hospital experience as a doctor.
It has taken me 14 years to create www.qureshiuniversity.org with existing resources and format.

How long do I plan to live?
90 years.

What should happen to www.qureshiuniversity.org in case of premature death of founder Asif Qureshi due to any
sabotage?
www.qureshiuniveristy will become a world public university free for all.
All states must nominate representatives to receive guidelines/instructions/authorized data from this university.

What language do I prefer to speak?
The English language.

What language should you speak?
The English language.

How have educational programs been organized?

Professions
Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/professionsworld.html
This resource has guidelines for more then 611 professions required in essential ingredients of the economy of every state.

Products
Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/productsworld.html
This resource has guidelines for manufacturing of more than 1,222 essential products.

Subjects
Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/subjects.html
This resource has guidelines for instruction of more than 158 subjects that are available, ranging from English language, math, science, and social studies to public health, law,
engineering, and education.

Skills
Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/skillsworld.html
This resource has guidelines for thousands of skills ranging from general purpose skills to work-specific skills.

Services
Take a look at this.
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http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/services.html
This resource has guidelines for more than 22 essential services.

What should others know about me?
I can guide 45 essential departments in the state and outside the state.
I can guide 611 professions in the state and outside the state. This includes teachers, lawyers, engineers, physicians.

Where are my photographs?
Previous and recent photographs are attached.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/biodata.html

I prefer clothes like this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/stateidentificationcard.html

What should you know about my behavior?
I am always well behaved.

What are my achievements?
Take a look at this.
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/departments.html
Guidelines for 111 executives of government departments established by Doctor Asif Qureshi.

Who has received these facts to date?
At least 30 executive locations received these facts from me between January 1, 2018, and May 6, 2018.

What should others know about my competence?
I am able to guide 921 professions.
These include teachers, lawyers, engineers, and specific physicians.

What about my background check?
I have not been involved in any offenses as of May 8, 2018.

What is my relationship status?
Take a look at this.
http://www.nazianazirqazi.org/
Nikkah August 30, 1995.
I was in Medinah, and she was in Srinagar Kashmir at that point.
Any girl or woman who makes further investigations gets my affection.

How many days did we go around?
A total of 40 days.

Did I do any of these with her: slap, box, kick, or throw any objects at her?
No. There was no cruelty, no torture, and no domestic violence. This is true up to at least May 9, 2018. The pointed facts have been written. The relationship became a victim of
repeated criminal conspiracies. Those involved in the harms have been listed for further punishments.

Question you need to answer.

On May 8, 2018, at 3 PM, was she dead or alive?
What are the sources of verification of these facts?
Why could other Kashmiris in Kashmir not verify the answers to these questions before 3 PM on May 8, 2018?

Professional experience.

What describes my professional experience?
I have 19 years of research experience in Chicago, Illinois.
My research is available at www.qureshiuniversity.org.
Doctor Asif Qureshi can guide at least 921 professions, including teachers, lawyers, engineers, and specific physicians.

Who must receive these facts?
Los Angeles World Airports
Human Resources Division
7301 World Way West, 5th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90045
https://www.lawa.org/en/lawa-employment/lawa-employment

What jobs am I eligible and qualified for as of May 6, 2018?
Airport executive management (for example, at LAX in Los Angeles, California)
English language professor
Forensic psychiatrist professor
Vice chancellor of a public university
Chancellor of a public university
Guide for the 921 mentioned professions
Governor of California Doctor Asif Qureshi
President of the University of California Doctor Asif Qureshi
Guide for governors of 330 states worldwide Doctor Asif Qureshi
Specialist of disabilities Doctor Asif Qureshi
University of Illinois at Chicago chancellor
University of Illinois at Chicago president
Universities like the University of Illinois at Chicago provide a guide to chancellors
Doctor Asif Qureshi is founder of the United Continents of World, United States of World, with 331 member states.

Where are guidelines for at least 921 professions from Doctor Asif Qureshi?
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/professionsworld.html

What resources do I deserve?
What compensation do I deserve?

http://www.qureshiuniversity.com/services.html
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/biodata.html
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/stateidentificationcard.html
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/departments.html
http://www.nazianazirqazi.org/
https://www.lawa.org/en/lawa-employment/lawa-employment
http://www.qureshiuniversity.org/professionsworld.html


Why is there a need to provide website links or references to others?
So that others can get educated relevant to specific professions.
So that others know about the research Dr. Asif Qureshi conducted from 1999 to 2021 in Chicago, Illinois, United States.

What are the various findings?
On or before October 22, 2021, there were at least 5000 hospitals in the United States. Not a single specific physician or healthcare executive, nor members of the Senate Health,
Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee, had done this type of research and displayed the results through the internet in the way Dr. Asif Qureshi has.

It has taken Dr. Asif Qureshi 23 years of research, from 1999 to 2023, in Chicago, Illinois, United States, to compile these resources.

It has taken Dr. Asif Qureshi 21 years of research, from 1999 to 2021, in Chicago, Illinois, United States, to compile these resources.
Questions and answers required for research have taken me 21 years to complete in Chicago, Illinois, the United States, from 1999 to 2021.

On or before October 22, 2021, there were at least 5000 hospitals in the United States. Not a single specific physician or healthcare executive, nor members of the Senate Health,
Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee, had done this type of research and displayed the results through the internet in the way Dr. Asif Qureshi has.

What did you understand after reading these facts?
What compensation do I deserve?
What resources do I deserve?
What income do I deserve?
Who has the answer?
Who is willing to answer?
Who has the duty and responsibility to answer?

What do you have to do?
Provide earned income for Dr. Asif Qureshi.
Provide an executive job title for me as a program director or executive administrator, or the equivalent, relevant to my abilities, experience, and research (see the guidelines from Dr. Asif Qureshi).
Provide retroactive credits that will count toward my retirement.
Provide reimbursement.
Provide retroactive relief.
Develop a plan of action for the future.
Job Title: Program Director or the equivalent
Salary: $7,176 - $10,602 per month
My profile or biodata is available at www.qureshiuniversity.com/biodata.html.

My address: Dr. Asif Qureshi, 5042 North Winthrop Ave. Unit 237, Chicago, Illinois 60640.
You can make this location the office of the executive central government department.
Telephone: 773-561-6102
Email: admin@qureshiuniversity.com

Last Updated: October 6, 2023


